Kwik Turn 5-C
Rotary & Indexing Attachment

Highlights

The Kwik-Turn 5-C rotary fixture is a heavy duty attachment featuring a ground 5-C (thru hole) spindle with
dual oversized 45mm ball bearings and a large brushless motor for greater capacity. Ideal for marking larger /
heavier round parts or multi-sided parts such as hexes. All of the software features of the Kwikmark System
(serializing, date coding, graphics, etc) are useable.

Shown with 6 inch, 3 jaw chuck
(includes 5-C adapter)

Shown with optional Sine Mount
pivot system (removable)

Another Advantage of a File Based System:
Fixture Files streamline setting up your production

CYLINDRICAL MODE

OR

INDEXER MODE

Rotary Fixture

Index Fixture

For marking around cylindrical parts by
turning them during the marking cycle

For marking flats on multi-sided objects by
indexing the part to the proper flat position.

Just enter the diameter and the rotary
fixture will “wrap” any text, graphics, etc
in perfect proportion around your part.

Just enter the number of sides and the size.
Each line in the marking file may be set to
automatically mark on any flat of the part

May be used to mark round parts with files
that were created for flat parts too!
Commands may be entered to execute
before and after the cycle.

Any number of sides may be used!
Commands may be entered to execute
before and after the cycle.

Includes:











Base Assembly (1 meter long) with quick release
Ground Spindle (45mm dual angular bearings)
5-C Collet thru-hole
6” diameter 3 Jaw Chuck
Adjustable Headstock (brushless hi-torque programmable motor)
Adjustable Spring Loaded Tailstock
Indexing Function (limitless number of sides)
Cylindrical Continuous Contouring Function
Software Controlled
Only One Connection to Machine

Optional KT-1000
Inside Diameter
Marking Attachment

Shown with the Kwik Mark marker and the KwikTurn 5-C cylindrical attachment.
Ideal for marking the inside diameter of rings, tubes, flanges, etc.

Kwikturn, Kwikmark and Kwikpro Software are copyrighted and
proprietary products of:
Kwik Mark Inc
McHenry IL USA

815 363 8268

www.kwikmark.com

